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At speeds approaching 240 mph, drivers of open cockpit race cars frequently

experience large aerodynamic forces which act on the helmet. These forces, specifically
the aerodynamic buffeting of the helmet, reach levels which are very fatiguing and
distracting to the driver, and are therefore unacceptable. Little investigation has been
done in this area, because normal wind tunnel tests do not isolate the helmetfromthe
rest of the car. During this project, measurements of aerodynamic forces acting on a
helmet inside a race car cockpit were made to determine the cause of the buffeting, and
to determine possible improvements.
Tests showed that the sources of buffeting are turbulent separation at the rear
of the helmet as well as unsteady flow in the region between helmet and headrest. Best
improvements were made by preventing separation on the rear of the helmet through the
introduction of a fairing, and by limiting the amount of air flow to the rear of the cockpit
through modifications to the helmet and cockpit region. While the drag experienced by
the helmet doubled to 2 lb through these changes, the lift was reducedfrom4.8 lb to 2 lb,
and the buffeting force from 5.6 oz to less than 1 oz. This represents improvements of
over 60 and 80 %, respectively. These changes were considered to be acceptable within
the regulations of the sanctioning body.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This thesis describes research investigating the reduction of helmet buffeting in
open cockpit, single seat race cars. This chapter introduces the problem and describes
previous research that has been done on the subject.

1.1 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
At high speeds, drivers of open cockpit race cars experience helmet buffeting.
This buffeting causes driver fatigue and disrupts concentration. It is therefore desirable
to reduce the buffeting of the driver's head at high speeds.
The buffeting is caused by the flow separation on the rear of the helmet as well as
the unsteadyflowthat exists in the cockpit. This paper will examine the causes for the
buffeting, attempt to find solutions to reduce the buffeting and finally attempt to
incorporate these solutions into the cockpit of a single seat race car within the rules of
CART (Championship Auto Racing Teams).
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1.2 PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Race teams have made attempts to optimize theflowin the cockpit area.
However, this optimization has focused on the reduction of total drag of the car. Forces
acting on the helmet have not been measured. Chassis designers typically use a rolling
road wind tunnel to examine theflowover wings, wheels and the underside of a car, to
optimize the aerodynamic behavior of the car as a whole. During these tests, the model
of the car is usually mounted on a sting balance attached through the cockpit of the car
from the top. Because of this set up, the behavior of the helmet has not been isolated by
the manufacturers of cars. Any research that has been conducted has not been published
because of the high level of secrecy present in the racing community.
Manufacturers advertise helmets which claim to reduce lift and buffeting
in open cockpit race cars through the addition of wicker bills andrippleson the surface
of the helmet. However, the background for these claims is also not published, and in
many is cases thought to be based on speculation rather than tests.

CHAPTER 2
THEORY

This chapter presents a theoretical overview of the aerodynamic flow around the
helmet of an open cockpit race car. It investigates turbulentflow,boundary layers, flow
separation and unsteady flow.
The buffeting of the helmet is caused by turbulence and unsteadyflowin the
cockpit area.
Hinze defines Turbulence as follows:

"Turbulentfluidmotion is an irregular condition of flow in which the various quantities
show a random variation with time and space coordinates, so that statistically distinct
average values can be discerned." [1]
The turbulence causes random pressure variations on the helmet, which in turn
causes the driver's head to shake.
The turbulence is experienced through the turbulent flow separationfromthe
helmet, as well as the unsteadyflowinside the cockpit cavity. A helmet represents a
blunt body in aflow,and even if it experiences free stream, laminar flow, the growth of
the boundary layer and the adverse pressure gradient on the backside of the helmet cause
3
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theflowto separate. Theflowin the separated region behind the helmet is turbulent, and
causes random pressure variations on the back and sides of the helmet. By controlling
the separation on the rear of the helmet, the buffeting may be reduced.
Another factor which influences the behavior of the helmet is it's location within
the cockpit. To reduce aerodynamic drag and to provide a low eg, the driver is placed
very low within the cockpit of the car. A substantial portion of the helmet is located
below the top of the cockpit. The windshield is shaped in such a way that the majority of
debris is directed above the visor of the helmet, maintaining clear vision for the driver.
Only a portion of the helmet is therefore exposed to free streamflow,and a large portion
of the helmet is influenced by theflowinside the cockpit region. This is the worst case
scenario, because the unsteadyflowfield can not be predicted using simple methods and
therefore it is extremely difficult to gain insight on how to reduce buffeting through
theoretical analysis. The location and shape of the entire cockpit area are therefore of
significance, because they dramatically influence theflowonto the helmet.
While a theoretical analysis of the helmet alone is possible, a theoretical analysis
of theflowin the cockpit region is far more complex. Theflowinside the cockpit is
unsteady, three dimensional flow. A theoretical investigation of this topic is sufficiently
complicated to be beyond the scope of this paper.
Because the configuration of cockpit and helmet together is of interest, a lengthy
discussion of theflowaround the helmet is not appropriate. The theoretical discussion
is therefore limited to a brief overview of boundary layer growth, flow separation, and
flow around a sphere, to gain insight into the behavior of the helmet, as well as a brief
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discussion of turbulence and unsteadyflow,to gain some insight to the activity inside the
cockpit.

2.1 BOUNDARY LAYER THEORY
Most theoretical investigations in thefieldoffluiddynamics are based on the
concept of a perfect, i.e.,frictionlessand incompressible, fluid. This assumption states
that within afluidthere are only normal stresses but no tangential stresses. This means
that there are no shearing forces within thefluidand thefluiddoes not resist
deformation. This assumption is adequate in most cases but fails completely to account
for the drag on a body. In reality, the inner layers of afluidtransmit tangential as well as
normal stresses. These tangential forces are associated with afluid'sviscosity; a property
measuring afluid'sability to resist deformation. The fundamental equation for fluid
friction can be given as:

du
dy

r = //—

[2]

where x is the shearing stress
du/dy is the velocity gradient of thefluidperpendicular to the wall
(a is a constant of proportionality for eachfluidcalled it's viscosity
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The force required to overcome the shearing stress on the surface if a body is the
body's skinfrictiondrag, and can be found by integrating the shearing stress over the area
of the body.

2.1.1 BOUNDARY LAYER FORMATION
For fluids of low viscosity,frictionlessflowcan be assumed in most cases,
without introducing significant error. However, even in such fluids, viscosity becomes
important near a solid wall. In realfluidsthe existence of intermolecular attractions
causes the fluid to adhere to a solid wall, resulting in a condition of no slip, meaning that
a molecular layer offluidis completely stationary directly at the wall. As distance from
the wall increases, the velocity increases from zero at the wall to free stream velocity.
This region is called the boundary layer. To describe the flow inside the boundary layer,
theflowmay no longer be considered inviscid, because friction retardsfluidmotion
inside the boundary layer. Figure 2.1 shows the formation of a boundary layer in a flow
across a plate at zero incidence.

7

Figure 2.1. Boundary layer formation on a flat plate at zero incidence [2]

As can be seen, theflowis undisturbed and has a constant velocity profile before
the leading edge of the plate. As thefluidflowsover the plate, a boundary layer
develops. The boundary layer becomes thicker with increasing distancefromthe leading
edge of the plate, as increasing quantities offluidbecome affected by the frictional
forces.
The discussion so far has assumed that theflowinside the boundary layer remains
laminar. However, at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers there is a transition in the
boundary layer from laminar to turbulent flow. The Reynolds number at which transition
occurs is called the critical Reynolds number, and depends on several factors including
the level of disturbance in the free streamflowas well as the surface condition of the
wall. The transitionfromlaminar to turbulent boundary layer results in significant
increase in boundary layer thickness and in the shearing stress at the wall Because of
the increased shearing stress, a turbulent boundary layer results in higher drag. [2]
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2.1.2 FLOW SEPARATION
The phenomenon offlowseparation can also be explained by examining the
boundary layer becauseflowseparation is very closely connected to the pressure
distribution in the boundary layer. Since the velocity profile at a given distance x is
constant outside the boundary layer, the pressure is also constant at this location. The
pressure inside the boundary layer is also constant over it's entire width of this location,
and is therefore equal to the pressure outside the boundary layer. This is true in the case
offlowover aflatplate and in the case offlowover any other body.
In the case of aflatplate, the pressure remains constant for the entire length of
the plate and therefore does not separate. Theflowaround a body behaves quite
differently, however. Consider theflowaround a circular cylinder in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2. Flow separation on a circular cylinder [2]

Fluidflowingover the cylinder outside of the boundary layer accelerates between
D and E, causing the pressure to drop, and deceleratesfromE to F, causing the pressure
to increase. This pressure change is shown underneath the schematic of the cylinder, and
as stated before, is also true for thefluidinside the boundary layer. Thefluidinside the
boundary layer must also overcome thefrictionforces on the skin of the cylinder. On it's
path from D to E, thefluidconsumes so much of it's kinetic energy that it cannot
surmount the adverse pressure gradientfromE to F. This pressure gradient causes the
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fluid to slow down, stop, and eventually reverse flow. Figure 2,3 shows the formation
of boundary layer separation.

Figure 2.3. Representation offlowin boundary layer near separation [2]

Thefigureshows the streamlines in the flow. After the point of separation (S) the
flow is reversed near the wall, and travels upstream. Thefigurealso shows the growth of
the boundary layer thickness .
This reverseflowresults in a vortex, which is carried downstream with the fluid.
The energy required for the formation of such a vortex causes considerable drag on the
body. The flow separation also results in a dramatically different pressure distribution.
The pressure on the separated portion of the body is considerably lower than if the flow
were attached. This low pressure region results in a net force called pressure drag. The
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majority of drag on bodies such as cylinders or spheres is caused by pressure drag. By
definition, a blunt body is a body in which pressure drag is greater than skin friction drag.
Even though the transitionfroma laminar to a turbulent boundary layer usually
results in higher drag, it can be beneficial in theflowaround a blunt body. Figure 2.4
shows a comparison of the velocity profile of a laminar boundary layer and a turbulent
boundary layer.

/--— Turbulent

Figure 2.4. Velocity profile of laminar and turbulent boundary layers [2]

It can be seen that velocity gradient of the turbulent boundary layer is much
greater very close to the wall, but more constant throughout the remainder of the
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boundary layer. Because of the mixing in the boundary layer, theflowclose to the wall
is reenergized. The higher kinetic energy in the boundary layer enables the flow to
travel a greater distance beforefrictioncauses it to reverse direction and become
separated [3].

2.3 FLOW AROUND A SPHERE
Because a helmet represents a blunt body, closely resembling a sphere, the flow
field around a sphere warrants closer investigation. Various exact and numerical
methods exist to determine the point of separation on a sphere. A lengthy proof is
avoided here. In short, by assuming that the velocity gradient is zero (theflowis
stationary) at the point of separation, it can be calculated that the theoretical point of
separation for a laminar boundary layer in theflowover a sphere is 107.5 degrees from
the stagnation point [2]. Calculations for a turbulent boundary layer predict separation
on sphere at approximately 130 degreesfromthe stagnation point [3]. This delay of flow
separation results in considerably lower drag. Figure 2.5 shows the drag coefficient of
spheres in terms of the Mach number and Reynolds number.
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Figure 2.5. Drag of spheres with increasing Reynolds number
The Mach number is given by:
M = V/a

[4]

where Vis Velocity,
a is the speed of sound, approximately 1100 ft/s

Thus a race car operating at a speed of 200 mph travels at Mach 0.28. The graph
shows that as the Reynolds number increases, there is an initial decrease in drag
coefficient, followed by a more drastic reduction at higher Reynolds number, and finally
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an increase at very high Reynolds numbers . This is a result of theflowreaching the
critical Reynolds number, the boundary layer becoming turbulent and resulting in the
delay offlowseparation. After reaching the critical Reynolds number, the drag increases
with increasing Reynolds number. For a sphere, the critical Reynolds number is

R

xcnt

'U.*^

= 385,000

[2]

V v ; crit

where U is the free stream velocity,
x is the diameter of the sphere,
v is the kinematic viscosity.

Kinematic viscosity varies with temperature. For this calculation kinematic
viscosity at a temperature of 25°C (= 1.65X10"4 fWs) is used, because it represents a warm
day, typical of an environment in which the race car would operate. For a helmet
approximated by a sphere of 1ftdiameter this results in a critical velocity of 50ft/sor
about 35 mph.
The transition from a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer may be achieved by
the addition of a trip wire or similar obstacle on the surface of the sphere. For this
reason, helmet manufacturers place ripples or other boundary layer trips on the top
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surface of the helmet. However, because a boundary layer trip only improves the
performance up to the critical Reynolds number, above which the boundary layer is
turbulent without an additional device, these devices should not be expected to improve
the buffeting behavior above 35 mph.

2.3 FREE STREAM TURBULENCE
The helmet inside the cockpit of a car willfrequentlyexperience free stream
turbulence. In this environment there are two sources of this turbulence, a jet boundary
and a wake. A jet boundary occurs when two streams move at different speeds in the
same general direction. Where the two streams meet, a turbulent mixing region is
formed. In the cockpit of the car, this occurs in the area immediately behind the
windscreen, where the high speedflowfrom the windscreen and the low speed flow
inside the cockpit interact. A wake is formed behind a solid body passing though a fluid
at rest. The velocities in the wake are smaller than those in the main stream, because of
the losses in velocity due to the drag on the body. Such aflowfieldmay exist because of
elements of the car, such as thefrontwings and the rotating wheels. Race cars also
experience wakes while closely following another car.
The effect of free stream turbulence is a higher effective Reynolds number, which
may modify theflowas discussed in the previous section. Turbulence also has dynamic
effects, caused by the rapid passage of eddies. These eddies causefluctuationsin wall
pressure, and in severe cases may cause the driver's head to shake themselves [3].
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Because of the complexity of turbulentflowfields,a more detailed theoretical prediction
of the effects of free stream turbulence is beyond the scope of this project.

2.4 UNSTEADY FLOW
Further complication in the theoretical prediction of the behavior of the helmet is
the unsteady nature of theflowinside the cockpit. While theflowinside the cockpit may
not be turbulent, the turbulence level behind the windshield is strong enough to cause
unsteadyflowinside the cockpit. In addition to the complexflowfield,the pressure and
velocities constantlyfluctuate.The Navier Stokes equations and the continuity equation
form the basis for such an analysis [5]. Even assuming constant density, the equations
are:
A
dt

*
dx

A
dy

A
dz

dv

dv

dv

dv

dt

dx

dy

dz

dw

dw

dw

dw

dt
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Solving these equations is complex, even for a simple geometric shape. Applying
them to aflowfieldsuch as the one in the cockpit region of a race car rapidly becomes
unmanageable. To solve this problem theoretically, Computational Fluid Dynamics
calculations using a computer model presents itself. Even then, the task is extremely
complicated and time consuming. Given the reliability of current CFD software, the
results also have to be treated with extreme caution. Therefore, to investigate the causes
and possible solutions of helmet buffeting inside the cockpit, an exclusively
experimental approach was taken for this project.

CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT SET UP

The wind tunnel experiment was conducted by mounting the helmet on the force
balance of the ERAU wind tunnel, and taking measurements of lift drag, and side force
(the average value as well as the transient value).
The wind tunnel experimentation was conducted in three stages. First, a smoke tunnel
model of the car was tested to gain an overview of the behavior offlowin the cockpit
region. Secondly, the helmet alone was tested in the tunnel, to gain a baseline of the
forces and magnitude of vibration acting on the helmet. Various boundary layer devices
were also added to the helmet to verify that the forces and vibration of the helmet could
be influenced significantly. Finally, the helmet was tested inside a model representative
of a race car conforming to CART rules.

3.1 SMOKE TUNNEL
For initialflowvisualization, the ERAU 3-D smoke tunnel was used. This tunnel
is an open circuit, closed test section tunnel. The test section is rectangular, and
measures 18" high x 24" wide x 30" long, resulting in a cross sectional area of 3ft2,and a
contraction ratio of 11.1. The test section walls diverge at 2.5° to accommodate
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boundary layer growth. The tunnel is powered by a lA hp variable speed DC motor
turning a 24" diameter manually variable pitch propeller. The tunnel can be operated at
speeds rangingfrom0 to 30 ft/s. Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of the smoke tunnel.
The smoke in the tunnel is generated by a TEM Integrated Smoke Generator
System E. It is a system designed for wind tunnels operating at speeds of less than 26
ft/s. An oil mist is formed by the vaporization of a heated mineral oil in an airstream.
The system generates a vapor offineliquid droplets, forming a highly visible trace with
contrast characteristics very suitable for photography. The oil is gravity fed from a
reservoir to a Pyrex vaporizing tube. A 24 W electric heater vaporizes the oil. The
resulting mist is passed through aflexiblereservoir, which damps out variations in
density and facilitates clearance of condensed oilfromthe outlet tubes. The contents of
the reservoir are then discharged though an outlet tube to the smoke rake. The smoke
rake releases the smoke into the tunnel in six streams, which are oriented in one vertical
plane, and are spaced 1 inch apart. The smoke rake can be moved vertically and
horizontally to adjust theflowof the smokefilamentsover the model. [6]
3.2 WIND TUNNEL
3.2.1 WIND TUNNEL SET UP
Subsequent tests were conducted in the ERAU low-speed wind tunnel, as shown
in Figure 3.2. The tunnel is a closed circuit, closed test section, vertical single return
tunnel. It has two test sections. The high speed test section provides a speed range from

JtUFr

-FAN
SCREEN

Figure 3.1. Schematic of ERAU smoke tunnel
to

o

N>

Figure 3.2. Schematic of ERAU low speed wind tunnel

0-220 mph, while the low speed test section provides a speed range from 0-110
mph. Even though the speed range of the high speed section would have been better
suited for this test, the low speed section was chosen to conduct the experiment for two
reasons. The larger size of the low speed test section allowed the use of afrillsize model,
rather than a scale model. The advantages of a using a full size model are discussed in
section 3.4, "Model of the Cockpit". The low speed section was also chosen because of
the force balance available in this section. Details of the force balance are discussed in
section 3.2,2 "Data Acquisition". The low speed test section is octagonal shaped, and 36"
high, and 52" wide, resulting in a cross-sectional area of 11.51 sq. ft. The walls of the test
section diverge at 0.5° to accommodate boundary layer growth. The contraction ratio for
the low speed test section is 4.92:1. The tunnel is powered by an 8 cylinder, 385 hp
internal combustion engine, which drives a 6-bladed,fixedpitch, 56" diameter laminated
wood propeller. The turbulence factor in this test section has been measured to be about
1.38 with a turbulent sphere in routine lab experiments. [6] The turbulence factor is found
by placing a sphere in the wind tunnel, and determining its transitional or critical
Reynolds number. This Reynolds number is then the effective Reynolds number a sphere
is exposed to. As discussed earlier, the critical Reynolds number for a sphere in
turbulencefreeflowis 385,000. The turbulence factor is simply the ratio of the normal
critical Reynolds number, and the effective Reynolds number measured for the sphere, or:
_
385,000
T.F. = n
^critical
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The turbulence factor of 1.38 measured for the ERAU tunnel is considered quite low,
while a value of 1.7 is considered acceptable for such a small tunnel.

3.2.2 DATA ACQUISITION
The low speed test section is equipped with an Aerolab 6-component, pyramidal
load cell force balance. The force balance measures lift, drag, sideforce, pitch moment,
roll moment and yaw moment. The balance's load limits for each component and the
corresponding level of accuracy are shown in table 3.1. The test section velocity is
monitored by a pitot-static system connected to a pressure transducer, while the
temperature is monitored by a thermistor [6].

Table 3.1. Limitations and accuracy of force balance
Parameter

Load Limit

Accuracy

Drag(Fv)

-50 to+50 lb

+/- 0.05 lb

Side force (Fv)

-50 to +50 lb

+/- 0.05 lb

Lift (Fz)

-50 to+100 lb

+/- 0.05 lb

Rolling Moment (MJ

-lOOto+lOOin-lb

+/- 0.05 in -lb

Pitching Moment (MJ

-lOOto+lOOin-lb

+/- 0.05 in -lb

Yawing Moment (MJ

-lOOto+lOOin-lb

+/- 0.05 in -lb

The electric signal from the force balance is fed to an Aerolab balance power and
control unit. This control unit supplies power to the force balance, and has coarse and
vernier adjustments for each component of the force balance. The six components of the

force balance are then measured by a Hewlett Packard 3054C Data Acquisition System.
The system samples the voltage signalfromeach channel 50 times at a rate of 60
samples per second, then averages the 50 readings. The measurements are then converted
to digital signals and recorded by an IBM PS/2 computer using well proven software used
for this purpose for several years of class work. From this computer hard copies can also
be printed.
Because this apparatus only measures the steady state conditions, further
measuring devices were added. The balance power and control unit also has a single
output, which monitors any one of the six components at a time. To monitor the
buffeting force, an OMEGA RD-20000 function recorder was connected to this output.
Because the sensitivity of the recorder was not great enough, a battery powered, lOx
signal amplifier was installed to boost the signal to the x-y recorder.

3.3 HELMET
Drivers in open cockpit race carsfrequentlywear specially designed helmets.
These helmets have boundary layer trips and chin guards incorporated into them to
generate down force. A model manufactured by Bell Helmets which isfrequentlyworn
by drivers is shown in Figure 3.3. Note the "Duck Bill" running along the bottom of the
chin, and the boundary layer control devices toward the rear of the helmet.
An example of such a helmet was not available, so a full face Shoei X-8 helmet
of traditional design, as shown in Figure 3.4, was used. This helmet does not have the
additional boundary layer control devices, but is very similar in shape otherwise.
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Boundary Layer Control
Duck Bill
Figure 3.3. Bell Feuling SS helmet

Figure 3.4 Shoei X-8 Helmet
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This helmet may not produce forces identical to those of a helmet designed specifically
for cars, but it should be possible to discern trends.
To simulate a driver wearing a helmet, a Styrofoam headfilledwith 12 lb. of lead
was inserted into the helmet. Because this head was too small to fit inside the helmet,
expanding foam was injected into the cavity between the head and helmet liner. To
prevent damage to the helmet and head, two plastic bags were inserted between the head
and helmet, and the foam was injected between the two bags. The Styrofoam head had a
1 in mounting hole in the center. To mount the head onto the force balance, a 7/8 in tube
was brazed onto a flat plate. Theflatplate was then drilled to accommodate mounting on
the force balance of the ERAU wind tunnel. The tube was then inserted into the
mounting hole inside the helmet. To assure a tight fit, and to preventfrayingof the
Styrofoam, a section of rubber hose with 1 in outside diameter, and 7/8 inside diameter
was inserted into the Styrofoam head and bonded in place with epoxy resin. Figure 3.5
shows the cross section of the helmet and head assembly.
With this set up the helmet was then tested in several configurations to verify the ability
to influence the forces acting on the helmet.

3.4 MODEL OF THE COCKPIT
For this experiment two models of the cockpit region of a race car were made: a
1/6 scale smoke tunnel model as well as a full size wind tunnel model. The model of the
cockpit area was generated using data of Swift Engineering's 007i 1997 car conforming
to CART regulations. Swift Engineering supplied a file containing cross sections of the
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car at various locations in the cockpit region. Dimensionally, the file extended
longitudinally from approximately 1ftahead of the cockpit cutout to approximately 1 ft

Figure 3.5. Schematic of helmet with mounting structure

aft of the cockpit cutout, and verticallyfromthe top of the roll hoop, to the top of the
side pods. Thefrontwing and suspension are thought to influence theflowin the cockpit
region somewhat. However, these areas of the car are proprietary, and not made public.
Further, using only the cockpit region rather than the entire car made the construction of
a full scale wind tunnel model possible. The use of a full scale model has several
advantages. The data collected does not have to be scaled to adjust for Reynolds
number. This is especially helpful given the complex nature of theflowin the cockpit
region. Also a full scale model made the use of a full size helmet possible, reducing
further inaccuracies caused by the construction of a model helmet.
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A solid model was then generated from the cross sections supplied by Swift using
the Varimetrix solid modeling program. The use of cross sections rather than surfaces in
the model supplied by Swift caused inaccuracies in regions where the body of the car is
discontinuous, such as the windshield and the transitionfromthe cockpit opening to the
padding behind the driver's head and the roil bar. The shape of the car ahead of and
behind the areas in question was known, but not the shape between. In these cases the
shape of the car was approximated using photographs of the car. The resulting model is
no longer identical to that of a Swift 007i, but is representative of a car conforming to
CART rules. Because the purpose of the project is not to optimize the Swift chassis, but
to determine possible ways to influence theflowin the cockpit region of a car, this was
considered acceptable. To ensure smoothflow,the regions ahead of the cockpit as well
as behind the cockpit were faired. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show thefinalVarimetrix Model
as well as a photograph of the Swift race car for comparison.
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Figure 3.6. Varimetrix model of cockpit

wBafZ

Figure 3.7. Swift 007.i race car

3.4.1 SMOKE TUNNEL MODEL
Upon completion of the wind tunnel model, a 1/6 scale smoke tunnel model was
machined on the Komo CNC milling machine at ERAU. Similar to most solid modeling
programs, Varimetrix is able to generate the tool paths for the operation using a given
model. Once tool sizes and cutting speeds are specified to be consistent with the
material to be used, the model is machined without further input from the operator. Tool
positioning accuracy of the machine is 0.0005 inches. Even after the addition of
tolerance of the tool used, and other inaccuracies arising during the machining process,
the final product has a very high level of accuracy. The smoke tunnel model was
machinedfrompolystyrene foam or "blue foam" to reduce machining time and material
cost. Because of the small size of the model, accuracy was limited in the immediate
vicinity of the cockpit, where very small radii existed. In these areas the model was
completed by gluing balsa wood strips into place. The model was then painted with flat
black latex enamel spray paint. The latex enamel was chosen because it is not reactive
with the foam and because it provides a smoothfinish,even with the porous surface of
the foam. The model was painted flat black to improve contrast with the smoke during
the experiment. The resulting model was 14 inches in length, 4 inches in width, and 4
inches in height. This model was installed in the smoke tunnel on a flat plate 6 inches
above the bottom of the tunnel, to ensure full coverage by the smokefilaments,and to
remove the model from the unsteady conditions which exist near the tunnel walls. The
model was then tested at various speeds rangingfrom3ft/sto 5 ft/s. This speed
corresponds to a Reynolds number of approximately 6,000. This is considerably lower
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than the tests conducted on the full size model, which were run at approximately
825,000. Ideally wind tunnel tests with different size models are conducted at the same
Reynolds number, which should be the same Reynolds number as thefinalvehicle.
However to prevent the smoke filaments from dissipating, the smoke tunnel must be run
at very low speeds. The results of smoke tunnel tests are therefore considered only an
indication of the behavior, and not absolute. For instance, because the smoke tunnel tests
are conducted below the critical Reynolds number, while the full scale tests are
conducted above the critical Reynolds number, the stall bubble on the rear of the helmet
is expected to be somewhat different in the two experiments.

3.4.2 WIND TUNNEL MODEL
Upon completion of the computer model, a full size model was also machined
from polystyrene foam using the Komo milling machine. Because of limited machine
travel, the model was machined in three inch thick sections, which were then glued
together. The seams between layers werefilledwith spackling compound as used for
drywall repairs. Spackling compound was chosen because of its low toxicity when
compared to automotive compounds, it is not reactive with the polystyrene foam, and
because it can be shaped very easily and quickly after drying. Finally the model was
sanded and painted with latex enamel spray paint. The latex enamel was again chosen
over conventional paint, because it is noncorrosive to the polystyrene foam, and because
it forms a good seal over the pores of the polystyrene foam, resulting in a smooth surface.
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As a result of the way the helmet was mounted, the bottom plane of the helmet
was six inches above the wind tunnel floor. To achieve the desired relative position of
helmet and cockpit, the cockpit had to be raised off the wind tunnel floor. This was done
by placing a 1 inch thick sheet of plywood in the wind tunnel, and bolting the car model
directly to this sheet. The addition of the sheet also resulted in an accurate representation
of the side pods. Figure 3.8 shows a side view of the cockpit model and helmet mounted
inside the wind tunnel, whilefigure3.9 shows a front view of the model and helmet as
installed in the ERAU wind tunnel.
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Figure 3.8. Side view of cockpit and helmet as installed in wind tunnel

Figure 3.9 Front view of cockpit and helmet as installed in wind tunnel

During testing, modifications were frequently made to the cockpit. Initial trials
were made using cardboard and tape. Once trends were established, and more accurate
results were desired, these modifications were made with PVC plate and aluminum tape.
The PVC was shaped into the desired form with the aid of a heat gun, and then fastened
in place with aluminum tape. Aluminum tape was chosen because it did not result in
permanent changes to the cockpit which would have affected the flow field in later tests.
It also has better adhesion than other tapes and provided a smoother surface than other
tapes. Ideally, every configuration tested would consist of a detailed model with smooth
surfaces and no rough transitions, to duplicate a final production version. This would
entail essentially building a new model for each configuration and in this case would
prove prohibitive for cost and time reasons. Because the purpose of this project was to

determine a wider understanding of theflowin the cockpit and to establish possible
solutions, the slight inaccuracies caused by the use of the aluminum tape and PVC
sheeting instead of machined parts, were considered acceptable. This made the
investigation of many more configurations possible in the available time.

3.5 LIMITATIONS
Because the goal of this project is tofinda useful way to reduce the buffeting of
the helmet, any modifications made should be applicable to a real car, and therefore legal
within the rules of the sanctioning body, in this case CART.
This section contains the rules from, 1998 which are applicable to the cockpit
region of the car. The rules specify materials for the area where contact with the driver's
head is probably in the event of a crash. The rules further outline an opening ahead of
this area, which must be 13 inches long, 14 inches wide, and have radius of 7 inches.
The rules further specify a minimum length for the total cockpit opening, a minimum
radius for the outside of the opening, as well as a minimum thickness for the padding in
the rear section of the cockpit. Figure 3.10 shows the accompanyingfiguresfromthe
rule book.
The rules to not specify a minimum inside radius of the padding. The rules
further state that
"Padding, supports and other safety appliances,fittedto enhance driver comfort or
protection that are specifically approved by the medical, safety and Technical Directors,
may encroach on the driver's compartment and opening. Such accessories must be
securely mounted and should not interfere with the driver's ability to vacate the race car.

Appliances that might interfere with the driver's ability to vacate the race car must
include a provision for easy removal". [7]
It can be seen that the rules allow for considerable changes in the cockpit area, in
the interest of improving driver safety and comfort. This is encouraging, because it
allows for a wide range of possible improvements.
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Figure 3.10. Cockpit opening as required by CART rules

CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
To improve theflowquality in the cockpit, measurements of lift, drag and the
buffeting force acting on the helmet were made. Although the primary interest lies in
reducing the buffeting of the helmet, acceptable values for drag, and especially lift must
be retained. After smoke tunnel testing forflowvisualization, measurements were made
with only the helmet to find a baseline, and then with the helmet mounted in the car.
4.1 SMOKE TUNNEL EXPERIMENTATION
The smoke tunnel experiments served to gain an understanding of the flow
around the cockpit and helmet before commencing with the data measurement portion of
project. No measurements of forces were taken in the smoke tunnel because the smoke
tunnel is not equipped with a force balance. The 1/6 scale model of the car and helmet
were placed inside the ERAU smoke tunnel on a platform located 6 inches above the
floor of the tunnel. In this location it was possible to adjust the smoke rake to blanket the
entire model. Several runs were conducted to visualize theflowat various butt lines in
the cockpit to investigate possible causes of the buffeting of the helmet.
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4.2 HELMET ONLY
The measurements taken with only the helmet in place were very limited, as they
were designed only to gain an understanding of theflowaroxmd the helmet before it was
installed in the car. The data collected with only the helmet in place should not be
considered absolute because even if the helmet is not worn inside a car, the body of the
wearer will influence the flow. Instead, the data illustrates trends and allows targeting
areas of possible improvement.
The first step was to place wool tufts on the helmet to allow visualization of the
flow. By observing the behavior of these wool yarn tufts, it was possible to distinguish
between areas of attached flow and areas of separatedflowon the helmet. Since in the
case of the helmet alone the unsteadiness associated withflowseparation is the only
source of vibration, this allowed determining regions of possible improvement. After
removal of the tufts, the forces acting on the helmet were measured at various speeds to
allow for the extrapolation of the conditions at the top speed of the car. The angle of
attack of the helmet was set at -7 degrees, measured from the bottom plane of the helmet
opening to the horizontal This is considered representative of the position of the helmet
while worn by a driver.
To verify that the behavior of the helmet can be influenced, aluminum strips of 1/8 in
height were attached to the helmet in various locations to determine their effect on lift,
drag and buffeting. The size and shape of these devices was not varied at this stage
because the objective was not to optimize these parameters, but to verify the ability to

influence the forces. The results were investigated by measuring the forces acting on the
helmet and by further flow visualization with tufts.
The helmet was not yawed, as the condition of interest is at very high speed, in which
case the driver's head remains facing forward. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show the helmet
installed in the low speed test section of the ERAU wind tunnel during this phase of
testing.

Figure 4.1. Front view of helmet mounted in wind tunnel

Figure 4.2. Side view of helmet mounted in wind tunnel

4.3 HELMET MOUNTED IN CAR
4.3.1 FLOW QUALITY
The cross sectional area of the wind tunnel model was calculated to be 1.3 ft2. Given a
test section cross sectional area of 11.51 ft2, this resulted in a blockage ratio of 11.6 %.
Acceptable blockage ratio limits for aircraft have been 5% [8], while typical blockage
ratio limits for cars have found to be 10%, in some cases tests with blockage ratios as
high as 20% have conducted [9]. This is largely because of the way a car is usually
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usually mounted in the tunnel While aircraft are usually tested in the center of the test
section, to ensure an accurate representation of flow, cars are mounted on the floor of the
tunnel to model the interaction of the flow with the road as well as with the car.
According to continuity,
V0V0=VBAB

[5]

That is, for a decrease in cross sectional area, there must be a corresponding
increase in velocity, assuming the density remains constant. It follows that for a 11.6 %
decrease in tunnel area due to the blockage of the model, there must be a 11.6% increase
in average free stream velocity at that location. Before commencing with the testing of
the cockpit and helmet assembly, local flow speed measurements were made to verify the
validity of this statement, and subsequently a correction factor of 1.116 was used to
calculate actual tunnel speed, from a pitot static measurement taken at the entrance to the
test section.
Verification was done by measuring flow velocity with a pitot-static wand at
various heights above the helmet, and finding the average value. Ideally, the average
value of many velocities at the desired cross section would have been calculated to verify
the correction factor. However, this was not possible with the available equipment, and
would have required construction of a rake capable of being mounted at the desired
location. However, the correction factor based on decrease in area was considered
sufficiently reliable, because of the consistency with the 7 spot-checked locations, which
could be reached with the wand.

4.3.2 TESTING OF COCKPIT AND HELMET ASSEMBLY
To investigate theflowaround the helmet in the car essentially the same strategy
was used as for the condition of just the helmet. Because of the complex nature of the
flow in the cockpit and around the helmet with many separated regions, heavy use of
tufts was made to visualizeflowdirection. Upon removal of the tufts, the forces acting
on the helmet were measured. Modifications to the helmet and the cockpit were made in
an attempt tofindthe optimal combination of both.
Because of the nature of theflowand the uncertainty about the source of the
buffeting, determining a plan before commencing the wind tunnel testing was difficult.
The modification to the cockpit and helmet became a series of educated guesses, each
one dependent on the result of the preceding one. Theflowpatterns and direction
observed with the aid of the tufts offered insight into possible areas of improvement and
well as the effects of a given modification. This resulted in the following course of
action:
1. Application of tufts to determine possible areas for improvement
2. Making a modification to the helmet or cockpit
3. Measuring the forces acting on the helmet to determine whether the
modification was an improvement
4. Application of tufts to determine how the modification influenced theflow,or
to determine other areas of possible improvement.
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After a modification was made, a high speed run was done to determine whether the
change was an improvement. In instances were the change resulted in significant
improvement several runs at various speeds were conducted. In most instances, when the
modification was not considered to have a positive effect, or when the modification
resulted in improvement but was only considered a step towards a morefinalsolution
only one run was conducted before proceeding to the next modification. This was done
in the interest of time. The possibilities for change in the cockpit region are almost
infinite, and investigating every configuration completely is not realistic, and in most
cases not useful.

4.4 DATA ANALYSIS
While the analysis of the steady state values of lift and drag is virtually self
explanatory, analysis of the buffeting force data warrants further attention. Because
more sophisticated measuring devices were not available, the data was recorded with an
x-y recorder. A sample trace is shown in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3. Sample of data recorded with OMEGA x-y recorder
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The vertical axis depicts time, while the horizontal axis depicts the buffeting
force. The data is a continuous trace of the side force acting on the helmet. During the
experiments, the x-y recorder was set to a speed of 10 cm/min, so the recording pictured
corresponds to a run of 20 seconds. It is known that a driver is more likely to notice
buffeting occurring at lowerfrequencies.However, because details of the effects of
spectral content on driver performance are unknown, a frequency analysis was not done.
Analysis of the signal focused on the side force only. The value of the buffeting force
will have an average value given by:

1T

^x = lim:pjx(t)dt

no]

The average value of the buffeting force is zero. It is depicted by the line drawn at zero,
and corresponds to the steady state value measured by the data acquisition system. Small
deviationsfromzero of the steady state value are due to small errors in alignment of the
helmet and cockpit with the flow. To evaluate the buffeting force the standard deviation,
or RMS value was used. The definition of the standard deviation is:

<7 = Jf(x(t)-// x ) 2 dt

[10]
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The formula calculates the difference between each point and the average value,
then gives the average of the differences. The values arefirstsquared, and then the
square root is taken because in some cases the difference is negative, while in some cases
it is positive. Simply taking the average would result in a value of zero. By using the
squaring the term and then taking the square root, essentially one is taking the average of
the absolute value of the differences. This was done graphically by drawing a line on
either side of the average value. These lines were drawn to best represent the average of
the positive and negative peaks. The deviationfromzero of the two averages was then
in turn averaged to determine the standard deviation. The trace above is reproduced at a
scale of 1:1. Using a scale of 2 mm = 1 div = 0.46 oz side force, the RMS value of the
side force was calculated to be 6.9 oz. It can be seen that this is neither the average value
or the peak value of the buffeting force, which in this case is over 18 oz. Even though
this graphical method is not as reliable as the use of an electronic device, it proved
acceptable, and was used because a more sophisticated method was not available.

CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
This chapter contains the results of the wind tunnel experimentation. It is divided
into sections of smoke tunnel testing, testing of the helmet alone, and of testing of the
model car and helmet combination. Much of the data collected is qualitative in nature,
and displayed in the form of photographs taken during tuft tests, or in the form of
diagrams to illustrate these tuft tests.
5.1 SMOKE TUNNEL TESTING
To gain an initial understanding of the possible sources of vibration, a 1/6 scale
smoke tunnel model was constructed and tested in the ERAU 3-dimensional smoke
tunnel Figure 5.1 shows the model during testing.

Figure 5.1. Close-up of model during smoke tunnel testing
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The smoke showed a smooth streamlinefromthe windshield to a stagnation
point just above the visor of the helmet. Above this stagnation point, theflowcontinued
smoothly over the top of the helmet, before separating aft of the highest point of the
helmet. Below this stagnation point, the airflowsinto the cockpit, and reverses direction
inside the cockpit. This resulted in rotation in between the helmet and the windshield,
which was thought to influence the helmet considerably. Theflowbehind the helmet
behaved as one would expect in a region of separation, and appeared very unsteady and
turbulent.

5.2 HELMET ONLY
Placing the helmet in the tunnel alone produced results very close to what was
expected. The helmet, closely resembling a sphere, showed smoothflowin the front
portion of the helmet, with the wool tufts laying smoothly against the surface of the
helmet. At a location close to that predicted by the theory for theflowaround a sphere,
the slow separated and became turbulent. The point of separation occurs at
approximately 120°, which corresponds quite closely to the predicted value of 130°. This
difference can be attributed to the helmet not being a perfect sphere. It was also
discovered that there were slight waves in the surface of the helmet, perpendicular to the
flow, where the paint scheme had been applied. It is thought that these bumps may also
contribute to the early separation of the flow.
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Because the helmet is flat on the bottom, theflowover the top resulted in a
significant amount of lift produced by the helmet. The helmet itself also displayed
significant buffeting and drag, as expected.

Lift and Drag Force (lb)

Buffeting Force (oz)

Speed (ft/s)
Lift

Drag

Buffeting

1

— x —

— * —

Figure 5.2. Helmet without modifications

It can be seen that the lift and drag curves for the helmet alone are very nearly
linear. Above 50ft/s,the drag increases more rapidly than at lower speeds. However, the
side buffeting force shows an exponential trend.

The addition of the 1/8 inch aluminum strips also produced results close to what
was expected. The strips were divided into six sections, two on top, and two on each
side, but were moved together. The aluminum strip was sectioned to improvefittingto
the surface of the helmet.
Flow visualization with the aid of wool tufts shows that the 1/8 inch aluminum
strips encourage separation rather than causing a turbulent boundary layer and thereby
delaying separation. By controlling the point of separation, the forces acing on the
helmet could be influenced. Figure 5.3 shows the trends in lift, drag, and buffeting as a
function of placement of the aluminum strips as measuredfromthe top of the closed
visor.
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Figure 5.3. Effect of aluminum strip location on forces acting on helmet

Without the addition of aluminum strips, the helmet produced over 3 lb of lift.
After the addition of the aluminum strips, the helmet produced downforce in almost all
configurations. This is encouraging, because it means that the placement and height of
the strips can be fine tuned to produce the desired condition of zero lift. As the graph
shows, the amount of downforce produced by the strips decreased as they were moved aft
on the helmet, because as the strips are moved aft, the area of the helmet producing lift
increases. The final, drastic rise in lift can be attributed to the strips losing effectiveness
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because they are located in an area which experiences separated flow already. By
encouraging separation, and increasing the size of the wake of the helmet, the strips also
increased the drag acting on the helmet. By moving the strips further aft and thereby
delaying separation, the drag was decreased. As the strips were placed in the area of
already separated flow, the drag decreased to the level of the unmodified helmet.
Most interesting, however, is that the buffeting force can be influenced
drastically. The lowest value is reached by placing the strips such that the point of
separation is very nearly the same as where it would be for the unmodified helmet. In
the case of an unmodified helmet, the point of separation does not remain completely
fixed, as the pressure fluctuations in the wake of the helmet affect the flow. After
addition of the aluminum strips, the point of separation remains fixed, and the buffeting
decreases as the pressurefluctuationsare decreased. Again, as the strips are placed in
the region of already separatedflow,the buffeting force returns to the same value as an
unmodified helmet.
It is interesting to note that even though the height of the strips differs, the final
optimal location of the aluminum strips is very similar to the location of boundary layer
aids on helmets that are already in production.
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5.3 HELMET AND CAR

5.3.1 BLOCKAGE COMPENSATION
To determine the effect of model blockage, the velocity profile directly above the
helmet was measured at an indicated tunnel speed of 121 ft/s. Figure 5.4 shows the
variation in velocity with changing height above the helmet.
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Figure 5.4. Variation of localflowvelocity with height above helmet.

At an indicated speed of 121ft/s,an 11.6 % increase would correspond to a speed
of 135 ft/s. It can be seen that theflowvelocity close to the helmet equals 150 ft/s, while
the velocity close to the wall is only 126 ft/s. The average velocity of theflowdirectly

above the helmet is calculated to be 134 ft/s. Even though this calculation does not
include the entire area of the wind tunnel, the correction factor of 11.6 % is clearly
representative. All velocities givenfromthis point are the indicated tunnel velocity
corrected by a factor of 1.116. The introduction of the model will also introduce a
turbulentflowfieldinto the tunnel. The blockage of the tunnel will also affect the
turbulence level in the tunnel. For a convergentflowwith convergence ratio c, theory
predicts
u component (axial) turbulence reduction of 1/c2
c component (lateral) turbulence reduction of l/c1/2

This does not show good agreement with experimental values.

[11]

Therefore, to determine exact results for the effects of blockage, the turbulent sphere
experiment should be repeated with the model in the tunnel. However, the sphere has a
radius of 4 in, and given the large velocity gradients in the tunnel with the model
installed, would provide meaningless data. Because contraction will dampen the
turbulence existing in the tunnel, and because the extremely turbulentflowfieldwhich
exists around the model and dominates the turbulence in the tunnel will not be affected
by the contraction, further investigation of the subject was not considered critical.
5.3.2 MODEL TESTING
After verifying that the behavior of the helmet could be influenced, it was tested
in conjunction with the rest of the car. Initially, forces acting on the helmet were

measured with no modifications made to either cockpit or helmet. Figure 5.5 shows lift,
drag and buffeting force as a function of speed.
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Figure 5.5. Initial tests of helmet and car assembly with no modifications

These measurements showed that the drag was almost zero with the helmet
installed in the car, because ofthe blanketing effect ofthe windscreen The graph
shows that the lift follows a parabolic trend, while the buffeting again follows an
exponential trend. Because ofthe good fit ofthe points to the curve, the limits were
extended to predict the values of lift, drag and buffeting at speeds of approximately 240

mph. Comparing this data to that ofthe helmet alone, shows that the lift is significantly
higher, presumably because ofthe limitedflowaround the bottom ofthe helmet. It also
shows that the buffeting force decreased only slightly, even though a large portion ofthe
helmet is blanketed by the windshield. This suggests that the behavior ofthe helmet is
influenced by the flow inside the cockpit as well as the flow around the cockpit.
The first step to attempt controlling the buffeting ofthe helmet was to attach the
same aluminum strips to the helmet that had been used during testing ofthe helmet
alone. While the addition of these strips showed similar trends in the change of lift and
drag as before, the buffeting was virtually unchanged. Therefore, before investigating
the effects of aluminum strips further, tests were made with modifications to the cockpit.
At this point it is useful to define what race engineers call the bug line, or the
lowest point on the driver's head at which debrisfromthe road will strike the helmet, as a
result ofthe deflection offlowby the windshield. This is usually of interest because the
visor ofthe driver is desired to be below the bug line, so it remains as clear as possible.
The bug line also is of interest in the discussion of helmet buffeting. Tufts attached to
the helmet revealed that the flow above the bug line remains laminar on thefrontportion
ofthe helmet, and separates at the rear ofthe helmet, virtually unchangedfromthe
condition ofthe helmet only. Below the bug line theflowis oriented down vertically
along the visor, into the cockpit. Tufts attached to the visor ofthe helmet showed that
this flow is steady. Inside the cockpit, theflowis directly opposed to the free stream in
front ofthe helmet, and circulates inside the cockpit. This reverseflowis steady, and
stronger near the helmet, and becomes slower and more turbulent as it approaches the
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front ofthe cockpit. Figure 5.6 shows a photograph ofthe inside ofthe cockpit during
these tests.

Figure 5.6. Inside of cockpit during tuft tests

It can be seen that the rearmost tufts are lyingflat,opposite to the free stream,
while the tufts in the front ofthe cockpit are fluttering in the stream. It was thought that
the rotation in the front portion ofthe cockpit drives the helmet, and causes it to vibrate.
To control the flow inside the cockpit, tubes were installed that applied suction or
blowing to the area immediately in front ofthe helmet, attempting to either break up or
remove the circulation in front ofthe helmet. Dynamic pressure was used for blowing,
and suction was generated by orienting the ports perpendicular to the flow to utilize the
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low static pressure in the high speedflowalong the outside ofthe cockpit. Fans were not
used because all major race series have outlawed "powered aerodynamics", and the
legality of such devices would be highly questionable. Several configurations of tubing
and vents were tried, but none had a positive effect on the forces acting on the helmet.
Figure 5.7 shows tubes installed in the cockpit to introduce blowing towards the chin
area ofthe helmet.

Figure 5.7. Installation of tubes for blowing

At this point, tests ofthe effect of varying the height ofthe windshield were
made. Table 5.1 shows a brief summary ofthe effects of windshield height on lift, drag
and buffeting force at constant speed.
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Table 5.1 Effects of Windshield height on Helmet behavior
All measurements made at 130 ft/s.
No

Windscreen

Windscreen
Conclusion

Windscreen

1 in. tall

2 in. tall

Lift (lb.)

5.11

3.16

1.88

Decreases

Drag (lb.)

1.52

-0.46

-1.04

Decreases

2.76

3.68

6.44

Increases

Buffeting
Force (oz.)
As the table shows, increasing the height ofthe windshield has the desired effect
on lift. Although the production of thrust on the helmet is as undesired as the occurrence
of drag, this phenomenon is interesting, and encouraging, because it implies the ability to
reach a condition of no force. However, the increased height in windscreen has the
undesired effect of increasing the buffeting force on the helmet. It was concluded that
increasing the height ofthe windshield is not an effective way to reduce the buffeting of
the helmet. However, if the buffeting force acting on the helmet can be controlled
through some other method, increasing the height ofthe windshield may be used to
control the lift and drag force acting on the helmet.
Tuft tests revealed that increasing the height ofthe windshield raised the level of
the bug line. By raising the level ofthe bug line, the amount offlowinto the cockpit was
increased. The increased amount offlowinto the cockpit appears to be the cause ofthe
increase in buffeting.
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Tuft tests also showed that the flow from the windshield ofthe car onto the
helmet appeared to be steady, and that the helmet is not driven by vortices being shed
from the windshield. Further placement of tufts revealed that a large portion ofthe air
entering the cockpit travels toward the rear ofthe cockpit and enters the area between the
driver's head and the headrest. Tufts in the rear ofthe cockpit showed the flow up
vertically, out ofthe cockpit, both along the rear ofthe helmet and the headrest, as shown
in figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8. Helmet and Cockpit with no modifications
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Thefigureshows a very interesting flow pattern. The tufts on the very top ofthe
helmet show smoothflow,towards the rear ofthe helmet. Based on testing ofthe helmet
alone, the tufts which are just downstream were expected to be in the separated bubble,
but still experienceflowthat is in the same direction as the tufts upstream. However, in
this configuration theflowfrom the region between the helmet and headrest is so strong
that the tufts on the upper rear portion ofthe helmet oppose the free streamflow,and
face in a direction opposite ofthe tufts which are just 3 inches away.
The primary source of vibration seems to be the nature ofthe flow within the
cockpit. Unsteadyflowfrom the windshield itself does not appear to cause buffeting of
the helmet. Rather, the position ofthe windshield is thought to influence the buffeting of
the helmet by affecting the location ofthe bug line and the amount of air entering the
cockpit
To ensurerigidityofthe model, during initial construction ofthe model the floor
ofthe model consisted ofthe lower layer of 3 in thick foam. Because it had been thought
initially that the primary influences on the buffeting were theflowfromthe windshield
onto the helmet as well as theflowover the helmet, theflowinside the cockpit was not
thought to influence the helmet greatly. After the initial smoke tunnel tests and tuft
tests the conclusion was made that theflowinside the cockpit does, in fact, influence the
behavior ofthe helmet. Thus changes were made to more closely duplicate a race car on
the inside ofthe cockpit as well. The lower layer of foam inside the cockpit was
removed, increasing the depth ofthe cockpit by three inches, and making the plywood
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floor the model was mounted on the bottom plane ofthe cockpit. Sections of foam were
retained to simulate the driver's shoulders and arms inside the cockpit.
In this configuration at a speed of 133 ft/s, the lift was 4.72 lb, the helmet
experienced thrust of 0.28 lb, while the buffeting force was virtually unchanged at 2.3
oz. It is assumed that the increase in area underneath the helmet allowed moreflowto
the rear, thus reducing the net lift and increasing the pressure behind the helmet. The
following efforts focused on reducing the amount offlowunderneath and to the sides of
the helmet.
To reduce the amount offlowbetween the helmet and padding on either side,
plastic fins were attached to the side ofthe cockpit, at a 60° anglefromthe vertical, just
ahead ofthe centerline ofthe helmet, as shown in the schematic of figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9. Location of plastic fins

Thefinsperformed as desired, and reduced the amount of buffeting too. Several
variations of these fins were compared, andfigure5.8 shows thefinal,optimal
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configuration. Other configurations consisted of varying the location within the cockpit,
and angle, as well as the gap between the helmet and the fins. Reducing theflowto the
rear ofthe cockpit also had the effect of increasing drag on the helmet. Flow
visualization showed that the reducedflowresulted in a different flow in the cavity
between helmet and headrest. Theflowcontinued to be vertically up along the rear of
the helmet, but was now vertically down along the headrest, as shown infigure5.10.

Figure 5.10. Flow in cockpit after addition of plasticfinsinfrontof helmet

It was also noticed that even though heflowup the rear ofthe helmet persisted, it
did not remain attached as long as before.
To reduce the activity in the cavity between the helmet and headrest, the cavity
was reduced by installing a modified headrest. The new headrest was notflat,but
curved, extending forward to the midpoint ofthe helmet on both sides, at an offset of 1/2
inchfromthe helmet, as shown infigure5.11.
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Figure 5.11. Cockpit with plasticfinsand new headrest installed

Aflatplate was installed on top ofthe cockpit, spanning between the top ofthe
side impact cushions on each side ofthe cockpit, to cover the hollow region between the
old and new headrest. Figure 5.12 shows a photograph ofthe modified region behind the
helmet.
The modified headrest was first evaluated without the fins infrontofthe helmet,
which showed no improvementfromthe unmodified condition. The combination of fins
in front ofthe cockpit and the new headrest produced a significant reduction in buffeting
from the previous conditions. The application of tufts showed that flow out ofthe area
between the helmet and headrest persisted. In addition, theflowalong the horizontal
plane immediately behind the helmet was opposed to the free stream, resulting in flow
vertically up along the helmet, up to the point of separation, as shown infig5.13.
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Figure 5.12. Modified region behind helmet

Figure 5.13. Flow in cockpit with modified headrest

To control the circulation behind the helmet, a fairing to allow a smooth
transition from the top ofthe helmet to the headrest was constructed. The fairing was
made of clear PVC, and resulted in a hollow enclosure around the area where circulation
had previously existed. The fairing provided a recess for the rear ofthe helmet to fit into
but did not touch the helmet ant any point. Figure 5.14 shows a side view ofthe fairing
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Figure 5.14. Helmet fairing

installed over the new headrest, and illustrates the portion ofthe helmet recessed into the
fairing.
Again, this configuration was first tested without the fins in front ofthe cockpit.
The flow into the region behind the helmet now continued into the hollow region, exiting
through the gap between the helmet and fairing, as shown in figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15. Schematic offlowaround helmet with fairing behind helmet

The addition ofthe fairing reduced the buffeting by reducing the amount of
separation at the rear ofthe helmet. However, in this configuration the buffeting was
still more intense than with the combination of new headrest and the fins in front ofthe
helmet. Thus thefinswere added again. Tufts still showed that theflowwas exiting
through the gap between the helmet and fairing, although at a lower velocity than before
the fins were installed. The data collected in this configuration verified that the reduced
flow into the region behind the helmet had increased the drag, reduced the lift, and
resulted in the lowest buffeting to this point.
Table 5.2 lists the devices used to reduce the buffeting as well as their effects on lift,
drag and buffeting.

Table 5.2 Effects of modifications to cockpit area
Lift (lb.)
Floor of
model
removed
No other
mods.
Strips on
1

Helmet

Higher
Windscreen

Comments
Factor other
than
separation
has more
impact

-0.44

2.76

5.25

0.32

2.30

1.88

5.85

Fins in front
1 of Helmet

6.62

Fairing
behind
Helmet
withfinsin
place

Buffeting
force (oz.)

5.85

Suction/Bio
wing

New
Headrest
|
withfinsin
place

Drag (lb.)

-0.44

2.76

Not strong
enough to
make
difference

2.13

2.53

-1.04

1

5.77

5.00

6.44

More Air
enters
cockpit
because of
higher bug
line

1.99

I

1.19

Effective
only with
fins in front
of helmet

1.81

Effective
only with
fins. Most
effective so

1.61

1

far
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With the knowledge gained so far, it was postulated that the largest influence on
the buffeting ofthe helmet is the nature ofthe flow immediately behind it. By
minimizingflowinto this area, and by preventing separation on the back ofthe helmet,
buffeting was found to be minimized.
The region infrontofthe cockpit as well as the windshield appeared to affect the
flow only in a secondary fashion, by influencing the amount of air entering the rear ofthe
cockpit.
To test this hypothesis, a fairing was constructed on the bottom ofthe cockpit.
The fairing consisted of a secondfloor,3 inches above the plane on which the car was
installed. This fairing was angled upward, towards the visor ofthe helmet at the rear.
This was done to encourage the airflowingdown the visor toflowtowards thefrontof
the cockpit, rather than underneath and behind the helmet. Skirts were placed on the
helmet above this fairing, and infrontofthe fairing behind the helmet, to prevent any
flow into the gaps between the fairings and the helmet. The skirts simply consisted of
flexible material which was taped onto the upstream surface such that it would overlap
the downstream surface without transmitting a force between the two. Figure 5.16
shows a side view ofthe centerline ofthe cockpit.
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Figure 5.16. Cockpit with fairings and skirts installed to preventflowto the rear
Thefigureis not representative ofthe exact shape and size ofthe skirts, but
merely shows the location of these skirts, and the surfaces to which they were attached.
The skirts were very thin, and conformed to the surface ofthe helmet and the fairings
well enough to not influence theflowother than preventing itfromentering the gaps.
Tufts on the back ofthe helmet, in the region covered by the fairing and skirts did
not move. This indicated that the modifications had successfully prevented any air from
entering the region underneath and behind the helmet.
After removing the tufts, forces on the helmet were measured. The lift measured
and drag increased slightly, to 4.77 lb. and 1.77 lb respectively. This was expected,
because the high pressure region behind the helmet no longer exists. Most important,
however, is the dramatic reduction in buffeting from 1.61 oz. to 0.69 oz. Fig 5.17 to fig
5.19 show the actual traces recorded for these runs.

Figure 5.17. Buffeting force with no modifications to cockpit

Figure 5.18. Buffeting force, final modifications to cockpit and helmet

Figure 5.19. Buffeting force acting on unmodified helmet at 30 mph shown
for comparison
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Figure 5.17 shows the side force acting on the helmet for the cockpit without
modifications while trace Figure 5.18 shows the side force acting on the helmet with the
current configuration. To illustrate the significance of reduction, trace Figure 5.19 shows
the side force acting on the helmet at a speed of 50ft/s,or about 30 mph. At this low
speed, the side force acting on the helmet is barely noticed by a driver. It is worth noting
that with the modifications made, the magnitude ofthe side force does not increase with
speed, but only thefrequencyincreases.
It is noteworthy that the modifications made to this point are largely illegal by the
rules ofthe sanctioning body. Thus all further efforts focused on reducing the amount of
airflow into the rear ofthe cockpit and to prevent turbulent separation on the rear ofthe
helmet within what the CART rules allow.
The modified headrest was considered to be within the rules. The effect ofthe
plastic fins can be duplicated largely by modifying the shape ofthe foam impact
protection near the driver's head. Although the fairing installed behind the drivers head
would require inspection by CART officials before becoming legal, it was considered
likely to be approved, and was thus kept for further experiments. The modifications
which were illegal then were the fairing infrontofthe helmet as well as the skirts that
had preventedflowthrough the gaps between the helmet and the fairings.
The simplest solution is the addition of a collar around the driver's neck. These
collars are commercially availablefromcompanies which provide racing accessories,
and are worn by drivers to prevent whiplash in the even of an accident. Wind tunnel

measurements were made to determine the effects of such a collar on the aerodynamic
forces acting on the helmet.
The collar was installed as it would be worn by the driver, but without touching the
helmet, to prevent false data because of load transfer through the collar. Figure 5.20
shows the trends of lift, drag and buffeting force with and without the collar.
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Figure 5.20. Effects of collar around driver's neck
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It can be seen that the addition ofthe collar increases lift slightly, while
decreasing the buffeting force slightly. However, these changes are so small that they do
not warrant wearing a collar for aerodynamic reasons.
Details ofthe impact ofthe configuration ofthe fairing behind the driver's head
were of further interest as well. Tufts attached to the rear ofthe helmet, inside the
fairing, showed that theflowentered through the gap between helmet and fairing, and
increased considerably with a small increase in gap size.
To further reduce theflowinto the cavity behind the helmet, aluminum strips
were attached to the helmet, 1/2 upstream ofthe helmet/fairing interface. These strips
were 1/8 tall, and encouraged clean separation from the helmet. Figure 5.21 shows the
location ofthe aluminum strips at the centerline ofthe car.

Figure 5.21. Aluminum strips and fairing

Tuft tests showed that these strips had the desired effect of separating the flow
from the helmet, and preventing it from entering the gap between helmet and fairing.
Tuft tests also showed that the air entering the cavity byflowingunder the helmet now
exited through the gap on top ofthe helmet, as can also be seen infigure5.21.
To reduce the amount offlowunder the helmet to the rear ofthe cockpit,
measurements with chin spoilers attached to thefrontofthe helmet were made. As
discussed, such devices are in use on helmets sold commercially, and are known to be
legal by the rules of CART.
Thefirsttest was conducted with a spoiler attached to the bottom plane ofthe helmet, as
shown in figure 5.22.

Figure 5.22. Helmet with chin spoiler attached
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Tuft tests showed that the chin spoiler did have the desired effect of stopping the
flowfromcontinuing down the visor ofthe helmet. Although a portion ofthe flow
spilled over the spoiler and continued into the cavity under the helmet, and to the rear of
the cockpit, a large portion of flow was redirected along the spoiler, to the sides ofthe
helmet Measurements showed that the addition ofthe spoiler had the desired effect of
reducing the amount offlowto the rear ofthe cockpit. Table 5.3 shows the values of lift,
drag, and the buffeting force at a speed of 123 ft/s with and without the addition ofthe
chin spoiler.

Table 5.3 Effect of addition of chin spoiler
Lift (lb.)

Drag (lb.)

Buffeting Force
(oz.)

Without Chin
Spoiler

2,68

0,04

1.61

With Chin
Spoiler

2.76

0.90

1.15

Conclusion

Lift increases

Drag increases

Buffeting
decreases

The increase in lift and drag follow the trends of previous trials. The reduction of flow
under the helmet has the effect of increasing lift, while the reduction of air entering the
cavity behind the driver's head has the effect of increasing drag.
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It was noticed that the airflowingparallel to the chin spoiler, around the side of
the helmet, continued to enter the region behind the helmet through gaps in the side of
the cockpit.
To further reduce theflowto the rear ofthe cockpit, the chin spoiler was moved to a
location just below the visor ofthe helmet, which located it just above the plastic fins
installed in the cockpit, as shown infigure5.23.

Figure 5.23. Raised location of chin spoiler

Tuft tests verified that the chin spoiler continued to function as it had before in
thefrontofthe cockpit where it reduced the amount offlowentering the cockpit by
redirecting it to the sides. However, theflowparallel to the spoiler now spilled off the
spoiler, onto the fins in the cockpit. Thefinsthen forced a considerable amount of air to
exit the cockpit, rather thanflowingto the cavity behind the helmet. Subsequent
measurements verified that this further reduced the buffeting ofthe helmet. Figure 5.24

shows the trends in lift, drag, and buffeting, both for this configuration and the cockpit
without modifications.
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Figure 5.24. Comparison between cockpit with no modifications and cockpit with
modifications

As can be seen on the graph, the modifications made have resulted in significant
reduction of lift and buffeting. Unfortunately, the modifications have also resulted in an
increase in drag.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter contains the conclusions drawnfromthe project, as well as
recommendations for future research.

6.1 CONCLUSIONS
6.1.2 HELMET ONLY
This research has shown that the forces acting on a helmet experiencing free
streamflow,such as a motorcyclerider,can be influenced considerably. Theory has
shown that boundary layer trips, which attempt to delayflowseparation are most likely
ineffective, because the boundary layer is already turbulent. The brief tests conducted
with just the helmet have shown that by controlling separation on the rear ofthe helmet
through the addition of aluminum strips larger than simple boundary layer trips, the
buffeting force and the drag can be reduced without large changes to the shape ofthe
helmet. The research has also shown that the vertical force can be adjusted to a large
range of values, rangingfromlift to downforce. It is useful to do this, because many
motorcycleriderscomplain of "helmet lift" at high speeds.
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6.1.3 CAR AND HELMET ASSEMBLY
The tests involving the car and the helmet assembly have provided valuable and
surprising insight into the conditions inside the cockpit. Smoke tunnel testing had
showed a large area of recirculation in thefrontportion ofthe cockpit, and a large
separated bubble behind the helmet. This was not surprising, and was essentially the
expected result. Initially it was thought that the driving force behind the helmet
buffeting were these two areas. Initial attempts to reduce the buffeting the helmet
focused on changing the windshield configuration, to improve theflowonto the helmet,
and the rear ofthe helmet, to minimize the buffeting caused by separation. Increasing the
windshield height improved the lift and drag forces acting on the helmet but aggravated
the buffeting force because it effectively placed the helmet more deeply in the cockpit.
Suction and blowing was applied to influence or break up the rotation infrontof
the helmet, and aluminum strips were added to the helmet tofixthe point of separation
and thereby reduce the random pressure variations. These modifications did not have
positive effects on the behavior ofthe helmet.
It was then determined that the driving force behind the buffeting ofthe helmet is
theflowin the rear ofthe cockpit. Flow into the cockpit cavityflowsunder and around
the helmet to the rear ofthe cockpit. Stagnation in the rear ofthe cockpit results in a
high pressure region which causes the helmet to experience thrust. The unsteady flow
under, to the sides and behind the helmet also is responsible for the buffeting ofthe
helmet. By reducing space behind the driver's head, and by limitingflowinto this area,
the forces acting on the helmet can be influenced greatly.

Subsequent tests also determined that the behavior ofthe helmet can be improved
by preventing separation on the rear ofthe helmet through the addition of a smooth
fairing between the helmet and headrest.
Optimal results were attained by preventing separation on the rear ofthe helmet
with a smooth fairing, and by sealing the front ofthe helmet and the transitionfromthe
helmet to the fairing completely, to eliminate anyflowinto the cavity behind the
helmeted. However, these modifications were not considered to be legal by CART rules.
Final tests were done in an attempt tofindimprovements within CART
regulations. The fairing behind the driver's head was retained. The skirt between this
fairing and the helmet was replaced by 1/8 tall aluminum strips just infrontofthe gap, to
prevent flow into the gap.
Fins were added infrontofthe helmet to preventflowpast the sides ofthe helmet tot he
rear ofthe cockpit. Finally, a chin spoiler was added to the helmet to preventflowunder
the helmet to the rear ofthe cockpit. This spoiler proved more effective when mounted
such that the fins on the side ofthe cockpit were below the spoiler, such that the flow
from the spoiler spilled onto thefins,which would then prevent itfromflowinginto the
cockpit.
With these modifications, which were thought to be acceptable within the
regulations, the lift was reduced by over 60 %, the buffeting force was reduce by over 80
%, while the drag increased substantially. The increase in drag is unwanted, but is
considered acceptable. While the driver is incapable of compensating for excessive lift

and buffeting, he can compensate for an increase in drag by leaning his head against the
headrest.
While the data in this project is promising, it should not be considered absolute
for several reasons. The tunnel speeds were quite low compared to speeds experienced
by race cars. While the data showed definite trends, it is not certain if these trends will
continue to speeds approaching 240 mph. As stated in the beginning of this paper, both
the helmet and cockpit model were not exact representations of what is seen on the race
track. The data will undoubtedly change based on exact cockpit configuration, helmet
shape, and even because of varying driver height.
6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
This project formed a basic understanding ofthe conditions existing in the
cockpit region of an open cockpit, single seat race car, and provided good qualitative
results. In the interest of covering many different aspects, the attention to detail in each
aspect was reduced. Further tests should focus on individual sections ofthe cockpit,
particularly the fairing behind the head, the shape ofthe padding around the driver's
head, and the shape and position ofthe chin spoiler on the helmet. The investigation of
these areas should then consist of models that would represent thefinalproduction
shape. Future tests should also incorporate a more accurate representation ofthe inside
ofthe cockpit, including the depth ofthe cavity, the driver, steering wheel and so forth,
and should use a helmet more representative of those worn by drivers. By conducting
tests that focus on a small section ofthe cockpit, with the use of an accurate presentation
of a real cockpit, the data collected would quantify the trends as well.
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The Omega recorder was chosen to collect the buffeting force data for budget
reasons. Future research would benefit from the use of a recording device that could
playback the signal, and could be used to conduct a more detailed analysis ofthe signal.
A spectral analysis, and examination ofthe signal beyond the average value and standard
deviation may provide further insight into the behavior ofthe helmet that is not
immediately apparent.
Continuing experimental work should be paralleled by a detailed theoretical
analysis ofthe problem. In this case this would probably consist of an elaborate CFD
analysis. Theflowfieldinside the cockpit would probably prove too complex for other
theoretical analysis.
Finally, future development should include testing on actual race cars. By
instrumenting a helmet, it would be exposed to the true environment, and results would
include factors that may not be represented in the tunnel, such as the wake of other cars.
Most importantly, such tests should include inputfromrace car drivers. Ultimately, the
goal of this project was to increase driver comfort, and any change in the cockpit area in
this case will only be considered an improvement if the driver subjectively considers it as
such.
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